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federation, headed by Robert of Capua and Rainulf of Alife,
was re-formed, and a severe defeat was inflicted on Roger's
army in 1132. As Lothar was now on the point of starting,
the hopes of the rebels ran high.
But Lothar disappointed their expectations. Since the Lothar HI
Hohenstaufen were still at large, he could not bring from
Germany the numerous troops that usually accompanied Rome
the king to his coronation as Emperor. He had to pick
his way cautiously through a hostile Lombardy, for the
communes, especially Milan, having tasted of independence
resented the appearance among them of their German over-
lord, and his army was not large enough to overawe them.
As he approached Rome, which was strongly held by
Anacletus, his difficulties increased. Progress was very slow,
and it was not until June 1133 that at last the imperial
coronation took place in the Lateran church, St. Peter's being
inaccessible. Though Emperor, he was still content, as at
Liege, to take second place. He received the territory of
countess Matilda as a fief from the Papacy, and on the same
terms was allowed to hand it on to his son-in-law Henry the
Proud. The general impression of the situation created by
Lothar's acceptance of subordination was shown in a picture
painted and hung in the Lateran: it portrayed Lothar
kneeling before the Pope at his coronation, and an inscription
in two hexameter lines described him as becoming " the Pope's
man " before receiving the crown. One concession he did get
in return for his assistance, though it was only a portion of
what had been conceded to Henry V in the Concordat of
Worms : the German bishops and abbots were to receive the re-
galia and to do homage to the king before their consecration-
Vis-a-vis the Emperor, 'the Pope had good reason for
satisfaction. But he had made no advance against his rivaL
Manifestly Lothar could do no more for the present. His
army was too small, an expedition to South Italy in mid-
summer would have been most imprudent, and he could not
afford to be absent any longer from Germany until he had
reached a final settlement with the Hohenstaufen. He there-
fore returned at once. Innocent had to take refuge again
in Pisa, and the Norman rebels were dispirited by their
isolation. Roger was able to gain the upper hand over them,
and after Rainulf of Alife had come to terms in 1134 the
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